
W E L C O M E  T O

T H E  S P Y  S C H O O L  S E R I E S  •  B Y  S T U A R T  G I B B S

TOP SECRET MISSIONS AWAIT!



DECIPHER THE DOSSIER
Pair up with a fellow spy school student. One will read the top-secret dossier and the other will 
be asked to provide words (a.k.a. clues) to fill in the blanks. Once all of the blanks are filled, the 
reader will decipher the message and read it aloud!

To:__________________________  

Director of Covert Affairs 

The White House 

As part of the continuing investigation into Operation ___________________________ 

Badger, the following pages have been transcribed from hours of debriefings of 

___________________ and _______________________ , first year students at the Academy of 

Espionage. The acceptances to the _______________ academy, while unprecedented, 

were sanctioned by The Office of InterAgency Affairs to secure top secret 

___________________ .

As the operation did not proceed as planned, Investigation Leaping _______________ 

has been launched to determine exactly what went wrong at ______________ , why it 

went wrong, and who should be _________________ for it. 

After reading these documents, they are to be destroyed immediately, in 

accordance with CIA Security Directive 163-12A. No discussion of these pages 

will be tolerated, except during the review, which will be conducted at 

______________ . Please note that no _______________  _______________ will be allowed at 

said meeting. 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts. 

___________________________________________

 Director of Internal Investigations 

(a person)

(verb ending in “ing”)

(your partner’s spy code name)(your spy code name)

(adjective)

(plural noun)

(plural animals)

(a place)

(a place)

(a celebrity)

(verb) (noun)

(adjective ending in “ed”)



SPY NAME GENERATOR
Use the guide below to have attendees choose their secret spy name. Print out copies and cut 
on the dotted lines to post around your space.

WHAT’S YOUR SPY CODE NAME?
Choose the first letter of your first name, and the month of your 
birthday from the list below to generate your Spy Code Name:

If more than one agent has the same code name, the agent 
may choose one of the following and add it to their spy name:

Fighter; Star; Beast; Night; Champion

A: Golden
B: Red
C: Rogue
D: Alpha
E: Iron
F: Secret
G: Hot
H: Green
I: The
J: Wild
K: Silver
L: Slick
M: Big
N: Deadly

O: Flash
P: Black
Q: Cold
R: Wild
S: Dark
T: Blue
U: Stone
V: Lone
W: Sly
X: Sterling
Y: Ultimate
Z: Rocket

January: Danger
February: Spider
March: Lightning
April: Ghost
May: Ninja
June: Wolf
July: Storm
August: Scorpion
September: Cobra
October: Shadow
November: Jaguar
December: Lightning



SECRET MISSION ASSIGNMENT

Create your own mission or create missions for your secret agent friends using the template below. 

Tips for creating missions: 
1.  Give the right mission to the right agent. Think about the agent’s skills and their specific 

interests. 
2.  Objectives should help layout the plan. What steps need to be accomplished to finish the 

mission? 
3. Warnings should be included if there are unexpected challenges!

AGENT:

MISSION:

OBJECTIVE:

WARNINGS:

✁

Destroy this note once you’ve memorized it!



SPY SCHOOL DECODING

Spies have to be clever. Test your knowledge by working with a friend to play a decoding game. 

Instructions: 
1. First player creates a coded message and hides it somewhere nearby. 
2. Player two uses the SPY SCHOOL DECODER below to crack the code and read the message. 
3.  Players can take turns OR the game can continue so coded messages lead to additional 

messages. 
4. Create copies of the decoder below and make the game your own.

SPY SCHOOL DECODER
Find the code hidden somewhere nearby, 

then use this decoder to solve it!



DISGUISE GUIDE
For the record, not all spies wear disguises BUT all spies need to be ready to create a clever dis-
guise when needed! Use the list below to create a fun disguise. Use items around your house to 
bring your disguise to life.

Instruction:
1. Select your birth month, a snack, and then your favorite color to determine your disguise!
2. Draw what you look like in this disguise below! 

Birth month
January: Glasses

February: Eye Patch
March: Bowler Hat
April: Red beard

May: Superhero mask
June: Moustache 

July: Eye monachal 
August: Red clown nose

September: Bandana 
October: Sunglasses
November: Bow tie  

December: Cowboy hat 

Favorite snack
Pretzels: Safari vest
Popcorn: Trench coat

Chips: Safety vest
Cookies: Waiter apron

Cake: Doctor scrubs
Brownies: Beekeeper suit

Candy: Ski patrol coat 

Favorite color
Red: Sneakers

Blue: Snowshoes
Yellow: Golf shoes 
Green: Rain boots

Orange: Dance shoes

My                          disguise:



CLASSIFIED SCAVENGER HUNT
Spies are constantly on the move and they notice even the smallest details about their surround-
ings. A great memory is required of all spies! Use the list of items below to challenge yourself or 
your agent friends to see how many items you can find. 

oo  Quarter 

oo  Rubber band

oo  Something purple 

o o  Phone

oo  A black shoelace 

oo  A handwritten note 

oo  Book with green on the cover

o o  A pair of something 

oo  Sunglasses

oo  A ring

oo  Stamp

oo  Chalk 

oo  Envelope

Spy code name:
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